
DEL MAR ANALYSIS
BY BRAD FREE
BEST BET: RACE 7, RICHARD’S BOY

FIRST RACE
Twilight racing, first post 4 p.m. Front-runner/presser MR. OPPORTUNIST gets the call in a deep $40k claiming 
sprint. He faced good company recent starts (stakes winner Ann Arbor Eddie, graded winner Ransom the Moon); 
his up-front style has won been dominant the last three weeks at six and one-half furlongs. BLUE ANCHOR will keep 
the top choice company on the front end. ‘ANCHOR misfired last time at big odds, but his N1X win two back puts 
him close. He was claimed last out by Robertino Diodoro, who is uncharacteristically chilly. A top first-off-the-claim 
trainer, Diodoro is 1-for-32 “f.o.c.” in Southern California since last June. Expect a breakout soon. KAABRAAJ was 
compromised by the “race shape” last time. The early races July 22 were won by rally-widers; KAABRAAJ is speed. 
IRON ROB won the July 22 race. KARMA KING goes route to sprint and will roll late. He is a Del Mar horse for course.

SECOND RACE
Locally based VEGAS VIC and Northern California shipper MY FRIEND TONY are the choices in this sprint for older 
state-bred maidens. VEGAS FIC is slightly preferred, third time out. His debut was solid; he pressed a fast pace and 
finished more than six clear of third. Last out, he broke next-to-last, and rallied to second in a better-than-looked 
effort. With a clean break, he should be right there. However, MY FRIEND TONY ran etter than the line looks in 
his third-place debut at Sacramento. He popped the gate, immediately dropped back, raced four- and five-wide, 
finished willingly and galloped out big. Promising debut; NoCal-based trainer O. J. Jauregui does well at Del Mar. 
He won a race this meet already; he is 6-for-36 the past five seasons with a $3.31 return per $2 win bet. None of 
his 36 Del Mar starters were favored. GOSOFAR finished second three straight, all on turf at Santa Anita. This is 
his first start in two months.

THIRD RACE
Del Mar’s turf course has played like “real turf” this summer. Most turf races are won by horses that finish. The 
course profile benefits veteran mare AN UNUSUAL GROUP, a 9-for-26 stretch-runner dropping in class and re-
turning from a two-month freshening for the normally productive trainer-jockey combo of Mike Machowsky and 
Rafael Bejarano. Here is weird stat likely to be remedied soon. Machowsky and Bejarano combined to go 13-for-39 
the past five years at Los Angeles-area tracks, but 0-for-15 the past five years at Del Mar. That anomaly is due to 
change. MINT JULEP TAFFY ran races early this year at Turf Paradise and Santa Anita good enough for this $25k 
claiming turf mile. This is her first start in two months, and first since transferring to trainer Ray Bell. DEL MAR 
ANN won a pair of turf miles here two summers ago. She runs best rallying from behind, which gives her an excuse 
for fading last time out after setting the pace. KENNEDIE SKY might be ranked too low by this handicapper. She 
will be rolling late.

FOURTH RACE
RAVEN CREEK finished a respectable third in his debut against open company; the 2yo maiden drops into a race 
restricted to California-breds. Prior to his prep-race debut, he was working in company with Tatters to Riches, 
whose impressive debut stamped him as one of the top 2yos on the circuit. RAVEN CREEK shipped to San Luis Rey 
for a five-furlong workout since raced, and should move forward second out facing easier company. TAKE CHARGE 
DEPUTY had a series of sharp works into his debut, but lost all chance when he broke slowly, raced greenly and fin-
ished nowhere. He is believed to be a better colt than that race suggests. Also-eligible BUCK DUANE is one of three 
Steve Miyadi trainees entered; the Into Mischief Cal-bred is a sibling to five multiple winners. Miyadi also entered 
firsters CAMPAIGNER and MINISTERSDONTPARTY. MY BOO is a Ghostzapper first-time starter with okay works.

FIFTH RACE
In a competitive turf allowance for Cal-breds, THE BIG TRAIN gets the call in his first start following a six-month 
layoff. Though uncertain if he is ready to fire first start back, he does like this course and ran fast enough to win at 
this level in January, third in a highly rated race. The presence of jockey Rafael Bejarano suggests he is well-meant; 
Bejarano and trainer Andy Mathis are 4-for-9 together the past four summers at Del Mar. POPULAR KID ran well 
last time, runner-up in a similar race opening day after setting the pace. He might prefer to be covered up early, and 
blast home late. Either way, no doubt he is an improved horse since being claimed and gelded by Keith Desormeaux. 
START A RUNNIN is a first-time gelding expected to set the pace over this closers-friendly turf course. DR. TROUT-
MAN returns to preferred footing (turf) after taking a shot and finishing last in a dirt stakes.

SIXTH RACE
A deep field of $8k claiming sprinters is led by dropper FIGHT THRU. Third in back-to-back Calbred allowance races 
in spring-summer, he shows up at the bottom level (unrestricted) for his first start since early last month. NAGYS 
PIGGY BANK makes his California debut for Bob Hess Jr., who is 5-for-9 the past two weeks (DMR and LA) with 
domestic shippers. ‘PIGGY BANK is a 9yo pro that won 16 of 41 in the Midwest. PROHIBITION returns from a six-
month layoff, first off the claim by Bill Spawr. HE’SARULER finished second in his Del Mar debut here three weeks 
ago; HACKLETON looked like he could not lose turning for home last out, then completely flattened out and finished 
fifth. Weird. He has run races that put him in the hunt.

SEVENTH RACE
RICHARD’S BOY emerged as one of the top turf sprinters in the country, until his most recent start when he had a 
nightmare trip and finished sixth in a G3 at Parx. The gelding returns to Del Mar, where he is 2-for-3 in turf sprints 
including a runner-up finish in this stakes last year. He appears to be working well since returning to California 
for trainer Peter Miller, gets a beneficial jockey switch to Flavien Prat, is the “class” of the field, with big figs, and 
enters as the most probable winner on an interesting Friday card. GUNS LOADED has not started since September, 
but his work pattern looks good and his turf-sprint credentials are solid. A multiple turf-sprint stakes winner, the 
question is distance. Five furlongs could be shorter than he prefers. Nonetheless, he probably is the “second best” 
horse in the field. ROCKET HEAT is pure speed, and will try to wire the field. He is 3-for-5 in Del Mar turf sprints. 
Only two of the first 12 turf sprints this summer (into Wednesday) were won by the pacesetter. HORSE LAUGH will 
rally late at a price.

EIGHTH RACE
Dubious class droppers MAKE IT A TRIPLE and ZAP AGAIN are the principals in this maiden-20 sprint. MAKE IT 
A TRIPLE drops from Cal-bred special-weight; his runner-up finish two back in a state-bred maiden-50 might be 
good enough. ZAP AGAIN drops from open special-weight and could go favored based on the 85 Beyer he earned. 
He and the top choice both have speed, seems likely that one or the other will win. MOON ZAPPER will be rolling 
late, while MANNING is a first-time gelding, first start in California, with a solid workout pattern. Upset candidate.


